The Copying Approach to Tabling, abbrv. CAT, is an alternative to SLG-WAM and based on incrementally copying the areas that the SLG-WAM freezes to preserve execution states of suspended computations. The main advantage of CAT over the SLG-WAM is that support for tabling does not a ect the speed of the underlying abstract machine for strictly non-tabled execution. The disadvantage of CAT as pointed out in a previous paper is that in the worst case, CAT must copy so much that its tabled execution becomes arbitrarily worse than that of the SLG-WAM. Remedies to this problem have been studied, but a completely satisfactory solution has not emerged. Here, a hybrid approach is presented: abbrv. CHAT. Its design was guided by the requirement that for non-tabled (i.e. Prolog) execution no changes to the underlying WAM engine need to be made. CHAT combines certain features of the SLG-WAM with features of CAT, but also introduces a technique for freezing WAM stacks without the use of the SLG-WAM's freeze registers that is of independent interest. Empirical results indicate that CHAT is a better choice for implementing the control of tabling than SLG-WAM or CAT. However, programs with arbitrarily worse behaviour exist. should we mention the COMPCHAT x at this point ??
Introduction
In 3], we developed a new approach to the implementation of the suspend/resume mechanism that tabling needs: the`Copying Approach to Tabling' abbreviated as CAT. The essential characteristic of the approach is that preserving the execution state of suspended computations through freezing of the WAM stacks (as in the SLG-WAM 6]) was replaced by a selective and incremental copying of these states. One advantage is that this approach to implementing tabling does not introduce new registers, complicated trail or other ine ciencies in an existing WAM: CAT does not interfere at all with Prolog execution. Another advantage is that CAT can perform completion and space reclamation in a non-stack based manner without need for memory compaction. Finally, experimentation with new scheduling strategies seems more easy within CAT. On the whole, CAT is also easier to understand than the SLG-WAM. The main drawback of CAT, as pointed out in 3], is that its worst case performance renders it arbitrarily worse than the SLG-WAM: CAT might need to copy arbitrary large parts of the stacks; the SLG-WAM's way of freezing in contrast is an operation with constant cost. Although this bad behaviour of CAT has not shown up as a real problem in our uses of tabling (see 3] and the performance section of this paper), in 5] we have described a partial remedy for this situation. Restricted to the heap, it consists of performing a minor garbage collection while copying; that is, preserve only the useful state of the computation by copying just the data that are used in the forward continuation of each consumer (a goal which resolves against answers from the table). The same idea can be applied to the local (environment) stack as well. 5] contains some experimental data which show that this technique is quite e ective at reducing the amount of copying in CAT. This is especially important in applications which consist of a lot of Prolog computation and few consumers. However, even this memory-optimised version of CAT su ers from the same worst case behaviour compared to SLG-WAM. Nevertheless, for most applications CAT is still a viable alternative to SLG-WAM.
We therefore felt the need to reconsider the underlying ideas of CAT and SLG-WAM once more. In doing so, it became quite clear that CAT and SLG-WAM represent the two end points of a wide spectrum of possible implementations of tabling: namely CAT being a tabled abstract machine totally based on copying and SLG-WAM one totally based on sharing of execution states. Once this was realised, it also became clear that all sorts of hybrid implementation schemes are also possible, e.g. one could copy the local stack while freezing the heap, trail and choice point stack, etc. However, we are convinced that the guiding principle behind any successful design of a (WAMbased) tabling implementation must be that the necessary extensions to support tabling should not impair the e ciency of the underlying abstract machine for (strictly) non-tabled execution, and that support for tabled evaluation should be possible without requiring di cult changes to the WAM: CAT was inspired by this principle and provides such a design. CHAT, the hybrid sharing and copying tabling abstract machine we present here enjoys the same property.
If the introduction of tabling must allow the underlying abstract machine to execute Prolog code at its usual speed, we have to preserve and reconstruct execution environments of suspended computations without using SLG-WAM's machinery; in other words we have to get rid of the freeze registers and the forward trail (with back pointers as in the SLG-WAM). The SLG-WAM has freeze registers for heap, trail, local and choice point stack. These are also the four areas which CAT selectively copies. What CHAT does with each of these four areas is described in Section 5 which is the main section of this paper. We start however by introducing some terminology and concepts in the next section, after which we give a brief account of the SLG-WAM (Section 3) and of CAT (Section 4), because after all CHAT is a mixture of ideas from the SLG-WAM and from CAT. Section 6 shows best and worst cases for the CHAT design presented in this paper compared to the SLG-WAM. Section 7 discusses the combinations possible between CHAT, CAT and SLG-WAM. Section 8 shows the results of some empirical tests with our implementation of CHAT and Section 9 concludes.
Notation and Terminology
We assume familiarity with the WAM 8] (see also 1] for a gentle introduction). Brief descriptions of the SLG-WAM and of CAT are included in the next two sections. More information on SLG-WAM and CAT can be found in 6] and 3] respectively. As a starting point, we assume a four stack WAM, i.e. an implementation with separate stacks for the choice points and the environments as in SICStus Prolog or in XSB. This is by no means essential to the paper and whenever appropriate we mention the necessary modi cations of CHAT for the original WAM design. We will also assume stacks to grow downwards; i.e. higher in the stack means older, lower in the stack (or more recent) means younger. choice point; for a choice point of type T pointed by B, these elds are denoted as B T ALT], B T H] and B T EB] | T can be either Generator, Consumer or Prolog. The SLG-WAM uses four more registers for freezing the four WAM stacks; HF for freezing the heap, EF for the local stack, TRF for the trail and BF for the choice point stack.
Tabling Terminology In a tabling implementation, some predicates are designated as tabled by means of a declaration; all other predicates are non-tabled and are evaluated as in Prolog. The rst occurrence of a tabled subgoal is termed a generator and uses resolution against the program clauses to derive answers for the subgoal. These answers are recorded in the table (for this subgoal). All other occurrences of identical (e.g. up to variance) subgoals are called consumers as they do not use the program clauses for deriving answers but they consume answers from this table. Implementation of tabling is complicated by the fact that execution environments of consumers need to be retained until they have consumed all answers that the table associated with the generator will ever contain.
To partly simplify and optimize tabled execution, implementations of tabling try to determine completion of (generator) subgoals: i.e. when the evaluation has produced all their answers. Doing so, involves examining dependencies between subgoals and usually interacts with consumption of answers by consumers. The SLG-WAM has a particular stack-based way of determining completion which is based on maintaining scheduling components; that is, sets of subgoals which are possibly inter-dependent. A scheduling component is uniquely determined by its leader: a (generator) subgoal G L with the property that subgoals younger than G L may depend on G L , but G L depends on no subgoal older than itself. Obviously, leaders are generally not known beforehand and they might change in the course of a tabled evaluation. How leaders are maintained is an orthogonal issue beyond the scope of this paper; see 6] for more details. However, we note that besides determining completion, leaders of a scheduling component are usually responsible for scheduling consumers of all subgoals that they lead to consume their answers.
SLG-WAM
Tabling can be implemented by modifying the WAM to preserve execution environments of suspended consumers by freezing the WAM stacks, i.e. by not allowing backtracking to reclaim space in the stacks as is done in the WAM. In implementation terms, this means that the SLG-WAM adds an extra set of freeze registers to the WAM, one for each stack and allocation of new information occurs below the frozen part of the stack. Suspension of a consumer is performed in the SLG-WAM by creating a consumer choice point to backtrack through the answers in the table, setting the freeze registers to point to the current top of the stacks, and upon exhausting all answers fail back to the previous choice point without reclaiming any space. Frozen space is reclaimed only upon determining completion. Note that a side-e ect of having frozen segments in the stacks is that the stacks actually represent trees: for example, contrary to the WAM, choice points on the same branch of the computation may not be contiguous and the previous choice point may be arbitrarily higher in the stack.
Memory areas of the SLG-WAM and their relationships are depicted in Figure 1 . Initially all freeze registers point to the beginning of the stacks; they are shown by arrows next to each stack.
After executing some Prolog code the execution encounters a generator G and a generator choice point is created for it. The execution continues, some more choice points are created and eventually a consumer C is encountered. The SLG-WAM stacks at this point are shown in Figure 1 in WAM, a trail entry is just one pointer. On encountering C the stacks are frozen by setting the freeze registers to point to the current top of the stack (cf. Figure 1(b) ). After possibly returning answers to C, the execution fails out of the consumer choice point of C, and suppose that the youngest choice point with unexplored alternatives is the choice point denoted as P. As shown in Figure 1 (b), allocation of new information (shown very lightly shaded) takes place below the freeze registers and no memory above the freeze registers is reclaimed. Notice the conceptual tree form of e.g. the choice point stack as shown by previous pointers from choice points: e.g. the parent choice point of P 0 is P. Finally, note that by continuing with some other part of the computation, some cells in the heap or local stack may change value: e.g. cell @2 from to . As expected, to resume a suspended computation of a consumer, the SLG-WAM needs to have a mechanism to reconstitute its execution environment. Besides resetting the WAM registers (e.g. setting B to point to the consumer choice point), the variable bindings at the time of suspension have to be restored. This can be done using what is known as a forward trail 6 ]. An entry in the forward trail consists of a reference cell, a value cell, and a pointer to the previous trail entry. These entries are shown in Figure 1 : entries for @1 and @2 record the values ; ; and and because of the previous pointers the trail is also tree-structured. Given this trail, restoring the execution environment EE from a current execution environment EE c , is a matter of untrailing from EE c to a common ancestor of EE c and EE, and then using values in the forward trail to reconstitute the environment of EE.
CAT
Instead of maintaining execution environments of suspended consumers through freezing the stacks and using an extended trail to reconstruct them, one could also preserve environments of consumers by copying all the relevant information about them in a separate memory area, let execution proceed as in the WAM, and reinstall these copies whenever the corresponding consumers need to be resumed. This is the main idea behind CAT: the`Copying Approach to Tabling'. An advantage of this approach is that, contrary to the SLG-WAM, Prolog execution happens as in the WAM: there is no need for a forward trail nor freeze registers and the stacks do not have a tree form. CAT selectively copies information needed to reinstall suspended environments in CAT areas as brie y explained below. 1 The CAT area has four memory areas (containing information from each of the four WAM stacks). Figure 2 shows these memory areas in a CAT-based implementation. When execution encounters a consumer, a choice point C is created for it. Let the youngest generator choice point in the stack be G (the dots show possible Prolog choice points that appear in between). A CAT copy is about to be made; the situation is depicted in Figure 2 Actually, it does so in a more incremental way, but as this is not relevant for this paper we refer those interested to 3] for more details.
think that from the choice point stack, CAT needs to copy from B till B G , but 3] argues this is wrong because this would lead to re-execution: instead, it is correct to copy only the consumer choice point.
Copying the trail is more complicated: as we do not save the part of the heap that is older than B G and since this part can contain values that were put there during execution more recent than B G , we need to save together with the trailed addresses also the values these trailed addresses now contain; we do not need a similar double trail for the part of the heap that is more recent than B G , because we copy that part completely. The copied information is saved in a CAT area which is separate from the stacks (cf. Figure 2 Also note that if P 00 is a consumer choice point, another CAT area will be created at this point. Eventually, through backtracking execution will fall back to G and after G exhausts all resolution with program clauses, the evaluation reinstalls consumers with unresolved answers that have copied up to the generator G.
The resulting stacks are shown in Figure 2 (c): through copying, the consumer has just been reinstalled below B G and can start consuming its answers from the table. Note that after reinstalling the consumer, the choice point and trail stack are in general smaller than at the time of saving the CAT area. The CAT area itself remains in existence until it can be determined that the associated generator is complete.
The Anatomy of CHAT
We describe the actions of CHAT by means of example situations. First consider a similar example as that used for SLG-WAM and for CAT in the previous sections: a generator G has already been encountered and a generator choice point has been created for it immediately below a (Prolog) choice point P 0 ; then execution continued with some other non-tabled code (P and all choice points shown by dots in Figure 3 ). Eventually a consumer C was encountered and let us, without loss of generality, assume that G is its generator and G is not completed. 2 Thus, a consumer choice point is created for C; see Figure 3 . As previously, the heap and the trail are shown segmented according to the values saved in the corresponding elds of choice points, the local stack is not although the EB values of choice points are shown by pointers.
Without loss of generality, let us assume that C is the only consumer. The whole issue is how to preserve the execution environment of C. As seen, CAT does this very simply through (selectively and incrementally) copying all necessary information in a separately allocated memory area | see 3]. The SLG-WAM employs freeze registers and freezes the stacks at their current top; allocation of new information occurs below these freeze points | see 6] or Section 3. We now describe what CHAT does. 2 Otherwise, if G is completed, the whole issue is trivial as a completed table optimization can be performed and execution proceeds by backtracking through answers in the table as if these were stored as Prolog facts; see 6]. 
Freezing the heap without a heap freeze register
As mentioned, we want to prevent that on backtracking to a choice point P that lies between the consumer C and the nearest generator G (included), H is reset to the B P H] as it was on creating P.
However, the WAM sets: H := B P H] upon backtracking to a choice point pointed to by B P . We can achieve that no heap lower than B C H] is reclaimed on backtracking to P, by manipulating its B P H] eld, i.e. by setting:
at the moment of backtracking out of the consumer. Note that rather than waiting for execution to backtrack out of the consumer choice point, this can happen immediately upon encountering the consumer (see also 6] on why this is correct).
More precisely, upon creating a consumer choice point for a consumer C the action of CHAT is:
for all choice points P between C and its generator (included)
The picture on the right shows which H elds of choice points are adapted by CHAT in our running example. To see why this action of CHAT is correct, compare it with how the SLG-WAM freezes the heap using the freeze register HF: when a consumer is encountered, the SLG-WAM sets HF := B C H] on backtracking to a choice point P, the SLG-WAM resets H as follows: if older(B P H],HF) then H := HF else H := B P H] In this way, CHAT neither needs the freeze register HF of the SLG-WAM, nor uses copying for part of the heap as CAT.
The cost of setting the B H] elds by CHAT is linear in the number of choice points that exist between the consumer and the generator up to which it is performed. In principle this is unbounded, so the act of freezing in CHAT can be arbitrarily more costly than in SLG-WAM. However, rst of all a solution to this problem already exists (it is fully described in a forthcoming paper 4]) and second, our experience with CHAT is that this is usually not a problem in practice; see the experimental results of Section 8.
Freezing the local stack without EF
The above mechanism can also be used for the top of the local stack. Similar to what happens for the H elds, CHAT sets the EB elds in a ected choice points to B C EB]. In other words, the action of CHAT is:
for all choice points P between the consumer C and its generator (included) It is worth noting at this point that this schema requires a small change to the retry instruction in the original three stack WAM, i.e. when choice points and environments are allocated on the same stack. The usual code (on backtracking to a choice point B) can set EB := B while in CHAT this must become EB := B EB].
As far as the complexity of this scheme of preserving environments is concerned, the same argument as in Section 5.1 for the heap applies. In the sequel we will refer to CHAT's technique of freezing a WAM stack without the use of freeze registers as CHAT freeze.
The choice point stack and the trail
CHAT borrows the mechanisms for dealing with the choice point stack and the trail from the CAT model. From the choice point stack, CAT copies only the consumer choice point. The reason is that at the moment that the consumer C is scheduled to consume its answers, all the Prolog choice points (as well as possibly some generator choice points) will have exhausted their alternatives, and will have become redundant. This means that when a consumer choice point is reinstalled, this can happen immediately below a scheduling generator which is usually the leader of a scheduling component (see 3] for a more detailed justi cation why this is so EXPLAIN MORE HERE ??). CHAT does exactly the same thing: it copies in what we call a CHAT area the consumer choice point. This copy is reinstalled whenever the consumer needs to consume more answers.
Also for the trail, CHAT's actions are similar to those of CAT: the part of the trail between the consumer and the generator is copied, together with the values the trail entries point to. However, as also the heap and local stack are copied by CAT, CAT can make a selective copy of the trail, while CHAT must copy all of the trail between the consumer and the generator. Note that this amounts to reconstructing the forward trail of the SLG-WAM (albeit without back-pointers) for part of the computation.
For a single consumer, the cost of (partly) reconstructing the forward trail is not greater (in complexity) than what the SLG-WAM has incurred while maintaining this part of the forward trail. Figure 4 shows the state of CHAT immediately after encountering the consumer and doing all the actions described above; the shaded parts of the stacks show exactly the information that is copied by CHAT. 
More consumers and change of leader: a more incremental CHAT
The situation with more consumers, as far as freezing the heap and local stack goes, is no di erent from that described so far. Any time a new consumer is encountered, the B EB] and B H] elds of choice points that exist between the new consumer and its generator are adapted. Note that the same choice point can be adapted several times, and that the adapted elds can only point lower in the corresponding stacks; an example is shown in Figure 5 . A consumer C 2 of the same tabled subgoal as generator G 2 is encountered and the action of CHAT is to copy the trail and perform CHAT freeze till G 2 ; see Figure 5 (a). By continuing with forward execution, e.g. by returning an answer to C 2 another consumer C 1 is encountered (this time of the same subgoal as G 1 ) and the action is now to perform CHAT freeze till G 1 ; Figure 5 (b). Note how the adapted elds now point lower in the stacks. From now on, we will drop the assumption that there is only one consumer. It is also worth considering explicitly a coup: a change of leaders. The example shown in Figure 5 already presents such a situation: at the moment when C 2 is encountered, the answers of G 2 do not depend on the answers of G 1 . This ceases to be the case when C 1 is encountered: the two scheduling components | containing G 2 and G 1 respectively | collapse into one and now the single leader G 1 is responsible for determining xpoint and completion of both subgoals. Note that as far as the heap and local stack is concerned, nothing special needs to be done if each consumer performs CHAT freeze till its current leader at the time of its creation; Figure 5 (b) already shows this.
For the trail, a similar incremental coup handling mechanism as for CAT applies to CHAT as well: an incremental part of the trail between the former and the new leader needs to be copied and this copy needs to be attached to all consumers whose leader changed. In our running example this would amount to making an incremental trail copy of the following address-value pairs: (@4, ), (@2, ) and (@1, ) and attaching it to the CHAT area of consumer C 2 . In 3] it is shown that this need not be done immediately at the moment of the coup, but can be postponed until backtracking happens over a former leader so that the incremental copy can be easily shared between many consumers. It also leads directly to the same incremental copying principle as in CAT: each consumer needs only to copy trail up to the nearest generator and update this copy when backtracking over a non-leader generator occurs.
The incrementality of copying parts of the trail, also applies to the change of the EB and H elds in choice points: instead of adapting choice points up to the leader, one can do it up to the nearest generator; see Figure 6 (a). In this scheme, if backtracking happens over a non-leader generator, then its EB and H elds have to be propagated to all the choice points up to the next generator; see Figure 6 (b). Indeed, our implementation of CHAT employs both incremental copying of the trail and incremental adaptation of the choice points. Figure 6 shows a more accurate picture of tabled execution in our CHAT implementation; the actions upon the suspension of C 1 are those shown in Figure 5 (a). Note that the incremental copy of the trail is shared between all consumers that need it; Figure 6 (b). 
Reinstalling consumers
As in CAT, CHAT can reinstall a single consumer C by copying the saved consumer choice point just below the choice point of a scheduling generator G. Let this copy happen at a point identi ed as B C in the choice point stack. The CHAT trail is reinstalled also exactly as in CAT by copying it from the CHAT area to the trail stack and reinstalling the saved bindings. There remains the installation of the correct top of heap and local stack registers: since the moment C was rst saved in the CHAT area, it is possible that more consumers were frozen, and that these consumers are still suspended (i.e. their generators are not complete) when C is reinstalled. It means that C must protect also the heap of the other consumers. This is achieved by installing in B C the EB and H elds of G at the moment of reinstallation. This will lead to correctly protecting the heap, as G cannot be older than the leader of the still suspended consumers and G was in the active computation when the other consumers were frozen. Figure 7 depicts the resumption of the consumer that was suspended as in Figure 4 and gives a rough idea of the reinstallation of the execution environment of a single consumer; shaded parts of the stacks show the copied information.
The above describes a scheduling algorithm that schedules one consumer at a time. This contrasts with the current SLG-WAM scheduler which schedules in one pass all the consumers for which unconsumed answers are available. The CHAT scheduler can do the same as follows: the saved consumer choice points of all scheduled consumers C 1 ; : : :; C k are copied one after the other in the choice point stack (again starting from immediately below the choice point of the generator G). The EB and H elds of these choice points re ect the corresponding elds of G. However, only one of these consumers can have its execution environment (as represented by bindings in the corresponding CHAT trail area) reinstalled at any given point. Thus, only the last scheduled consumer C k can immediately reinstall its trail and start consumption of its answers. The situation is depicted for k = 3 in Figure 8 ; the right part of the gure shows the ALT elds of choice points in detail. After all answers have been returned to C k , this choice point is exhausted and execution fails back to the choice point of another scheduled consumer C k?1 ; at this point C k?1 through the use of a chat reinstall trail instruction reinstalls its trail once and starts consumption of the current set of answers through the answer return instruction (see 6]). In short, upon failing to a consumer choice point whose B C ALT] is a chat reinstall trail instruction the action taken is as follows:
reinstall the trail from the CHAT trail area of the consumer in B C ; save in B C TR] the new top of trail stack; alt := B C ALT] := answer return; goto alt; /* transfer control to alt */
Releasing frozen space and the CHAT areas upon completion
The generator choice point of a leader is popped only at completion of its component. At that moment, the CHAT areas of the consumers that were led by this leader can be freed: this mechanism is again exactly the same as in CAT. Also, there are no more program clauses to execute for the 
Handling of negation in CHAT
Although e cient support for well-founded negation implies the ability to suspend and resume negative literals of incomplete tabled subgoals, the ability to implement the full set of operations of SLG resolution 2] and thus compute the well-founded semantics is an issue orthogonal to the actual mechanism used for suspension/resumption. Our current implementation of CHAT provides support for well-founded negation and indeed, the handling of delaying and simplification SLG operations is similar to its handling by the SLG-WAM (see 7]). We therefore mainly restrict attention to xed-order strati ed negation as in 6]. The SLG-WAM, upon encountering a negative literal of an incomplete subgoal lays a negation suspension frame in the choice point stack and the current execution path is suspended by freezing the WAM stacks (see 6]). CHAT mimicks this behaviour by creating a CHAT area for the suspended computation, saving immediately the negation suspension frame there (i.e. without creating rst it on the CP stack) and incrementally saving its trail entries as in the case of a suspended consumer. Upon derivation of an (unconditional) answer for a subgoal with negation suspensions, the CHAT areas of these suspensions can be immediately reclaimed e ectively failing the corresponding execution paths. The more interesting case is when a subgoal fails (i.e. gets completed with no answers): then all its negation suspension frames can be reinstalled through copying them one after the other in the choice point stack. The topmost one can immediately reinstall its trail and continue with its saved forward continuation. The situation is completely analogous to the case of scheduling multiple consumers described in Section 5.5; notable di erences are that:
1. Since in the case of xed-order strati ed negation the subgoal is completed, the negation suspension frames are not reinstalled below the choice point of the generator B G , but starting from that point. In the case where delaying is needed, the subgoal is not completed, so the resumption happens immediately below the choice point of the leader. 2. CHAT has the possibility to immediately reclaim the CHAT area of negation suspension frames upon reinstallation of its trail, as this reinstallation only happens once. This action, which in general is not easy to do in the SLG-WAM because the suspension frames may be trapped above the freeze registers in the choice point stack, is valid even in the case of non-strati ed negation.
6 Comparing CHAT with SLG-WAM As noted in 3], a worst case for CAT can be constructed by making CAT copy and reinstall arbitrary often, arbitrary large amounts of heap to (and from) the CAT area. Since CHAT does not copy the heap, this same worst case does not apply. Still, CHAT | as discribed in this paper | can be made to behave arbitrarily worse than the SLG-WAM. We also show an example in which the SLG-WAM uses arbitrary more space than CHAT.
The worst case for CHAT
There are two ways in which CHAT can be worse than the SLG-WAM: 1. every time a consumer is saved, the part of the choice point stack between the consumer and the leader is traversed; such an action is clearly not present neither in the SLG-WAM nor in CAT 2. some trail chunks are copied by CHAT for each initial suspension of a consumer and these chunks are not shared between consumers. The ine ciency lies in the fact that consumers in the SLG-WAM can share a part of the trail even strictly between the consumer and the nearest generator; this is a direct consequence of the forward trail with back pointers. Both space and time complexity are a ected. Note that the same source of ine ciency is present in CAT as well.
The following example program shows both e ects. The subscripts g and c denote the occurrence of a subgoal that is a generator or consumer for p( ). Predicate make choices/2 is supposed to create choice points; if the compiler is sophisticated enough to recognize that it is indeed deterministic, a more complicated predicate with the same functionality can be used. The reason for giving the extra argument to make consumers is to make sure that on every creation of a consumer, H has a di erent value and an update of the H eld of choice points between the new consumer and the generator is needed | otherwise,
At rst sight, this seems to contradict the statement that CHAT is a better implementation model than CAT. However, since for CHAT the added complexity is only related to the trail and choice points, the chances for running into this in reality are lower than for CAT.
A best case for CHAT
The best case space-wise for CHAT compared to SLG-WAM happens when lots of non tabled choice points get trapped under a consumer: in CHAT, they can be reclaimed, while in SLG-WAM they are frozen and retained till completion. The following program shows this phenomenon: When called with e.g. ?-query(25,77) . the maximal choice point usage of SLG-WAM contains at least 25 77 Prolog choice points plus 77 consumer choice points; while CHAT's maximal choice point usage is 25 Prolog choice points (and 77 consumer choice points reside in the CHAT areas). Time-wise, the complexity of this program is the same for CHAT and SLG-WAM.
One should not exaggerate the impact of the best and worst cases of CHAT: in practice, such contrived programs rarely occur and probably can be rewritten so that the bad behaviour is avoided. As a nal comment one can note that a small change to the SLG-WAM gets rid of its worst case behaviour: just saving and restoring the consumer choice point in the CHAT way is enough. On the other hand, removing the worst case behaviour of CHAT (while still not changing the underlying WAM for strictly non-tabled execution) is doable but considerably more involved. This subject is explored in detail in 4].
Alternatives of Implementing Tabling
After SLG-WAM and CAT, CHAT o ers a third alternative for implementing the suspend/resume mechanism that tabled execution needs. Its in uence by ideas from CAT and SLG-WAM is apparent: CHAT shares with CAT the characteristic that Prolog execution is not a ected and with SLG-WAM the high sharing of execution environments of suspended computations. On the other hand, viewed from a lower-level implementation perspective, CHAT is not really a mixture of CAT and SLG-WAM: CHAT copies the trail in a di erent way from CAT and CHAT freezes the stacks di erently from SLG-WAM, namely with the CHAT freeze technique. CHAT freeze can be achieved for the heap and local stack only. Getting rid of the freeze registers for the trail and choice point stacks can only be achieved by means of copying; Section 7.2 elaborates on this.
7.1 A plethora of abstract machines for tabling Thus, it seems there are three alternatives for the heap (SLG-WAM freeze, CHAT freeze and CAT copy) and likewise for the local stack, while there are two alternatives for both choice point and trail stack (SLG-WAM freeze and CAT copy). The decisions on which mechanism to use for each of the four WAM stacks are independent. It means there are at least 36 possible implementations of the suspend/resume mechanism which is required for tabling ! It also means that one can achieve a CHAT implementation starting from the SLG-WAM as implemented in XSB, get rid of the freeze registers for the heap and the local stack, and then introduce copying of the consumer choice point and the trail. This was our rst attempt: the crucial issue was that before making a complete implementation of CHAT, we wanted to have some empirical evidence that CHAT freeze for heap and local stack was correct. As soon as we were convinced of that, we implemented CHAT by partly recycling the CAT implementation of 3] which is also based on XSB as follows:
replacing the selective trail copy of CAT with a full trail copy of the part between consumer and the closest generator not copying the heap and local stack to the CAT area while introducing the CHAT freeze for these stacks; this required a small piece of code that changes the H and EB entries in the a ected choice points at CHAT area creation time and consumer reinstallation modi ed XSB's handling of negation, previously based on the SLG-WAM, to be in accordance with Section 5.7. As a nal comment, it might have been nice to explore all 36 possibilities of implementing tabling, with two or more scheduling strategies and di erent sets of benchmarks but unlike cats, we do not have nine lives ! 7.2 More insight on CHAT's design One might wonder why CHAT can achieve easily (i.e. without changing the WAM) the freezing of the heap and the local stack (just by changing two elds in some choice points) but the trail has to be copied and reconstructed. There are several ways to see why this is so. In WAM, the environments are already linked by back-pointers, while trail entries (or better trail entry chunks) are not. Note that SLG-WAM does link its trail entries by back-pointers; see 6]. Another aspect of this issue is also typical to an implementation which uses untrailing (instead of copying) for backtracking (or more precisely for restoring the state of the abstract machine): it is essential that trail entry chunks are delimited by choice points; this is not at all necessary for heap segments. Finally, one can also say that CHAT avoids the freeze registers by installing their value in the a ected choice points: The WAM will continue to work correctly, if the H elds in some choice points are made to point lower in the heap. The e ect is just less reclamation of heap upon backtracking. Similarly for the local stack. On the other hand, the TR elds in choice points cannot be changed without corrupting backtracking.
Performance Measurements
All measurements were conducted on an Ultra Sparc 2 (168 MHz) under Solaris 2.5.1. Times are reported in seconds, space in KBytes. Space numbers measure the maximum use of the stacks (for SLG-WAM) and the total of max. stack + max. C(H)AT area (for C(H)AT). 4 do we want to keep the footnote ? The size of the table space is not shown as it is independent of the suspension/resumption mechanism that is used. The benchmark set is exactly the same as in 3] where more information about the characteristics of the benchmarks and the impact of the scheduling can be found. We also note that the versions of CAT and CHAT we used did not implement the multiple scheduling of consumers described in Section 5.5, while the SLG-WAM scheduling algorithms scheduled all consumers in one pass and was thus invoked less frequently.
A benchmark set dominated by tabled execution
Programs in this rst benchmark set perform monomorphic type analysis by tabled execution of type-abstracted input programs. Minimal Prolog execution is going on as tabling is also used in the domain-dependent abstract operations to avoid repeated subcomputations. Tables 1 and 2 For the local scheduling strategy, CAT and CHAT perform the same time-wise and systematically better than SLG-WAM. Under the batched scheduling strategy, the situation is less clear, but CHAT is never worse than the other two. Taking into account the uncertainty of the timings, it is fair to say that except for read o all three implementation schemes perform more or less the same time-wise in this benchmark set for batched scheduling.
As can be seen in Table 2 , the local scheduling strategy has a clear advantage in space consumption in this benchmark set: the reason is that its scheduling components are tighter than those of batched scheduling | we refer to 3] for additional measurements on why this is so. Space-wise, CHAT wins always from CAT and 6 out of 8 times from SLG-WAM (using local scheduling). Indeed, most often the extra space that CHAT uses to copy trail entry chuncks is compensated for by the lower choice point stack consumption. 4 It is worth noting here that since conducting the performance tests we have found places in the XSB code where memory reclamation could be improved. Although this a ects all implementation schemes, it probably does not a ect them equally, so the space gures should be taken cum grano salis. Programs in this second benchmark set are also from an application of tabling to program analysis: a di erent abstract domain is now used and although tabling is necessary for the termination of the xpoint computation, the domain-dependent abstract operations do not bene t from tabling as they do not contain repeated (i.e. identical) subcomputations; they are thus implemented in plain Prolog. As a result, in this set of benchmarks 75{80% of the execution concerns Prolog code. We consider this mix a more \typical" use of tabling. We note at this point that CHAT (and CAT) have faster Prolog execution than SLG-WAM by around 10% according to the measurements of 6] | this is the overhead that the SLG-WAM incurs on the WAM. In the following tables all gures are for the local scheduling strategy; batched scheduling does not make sense for this set of benchmarks as the analyses are based on an abstract least upper bound (lub) operation. For lubbased analyses, local scheduling bounds the propagation of intermediate (i.e. not equal to the lub) results to considerably smaller components than those of batched: in this way, a lot of unnecessary computation is avoided. wise | see Table 4 | CHAT wins from both SLG-WAM and CAT in all benchmarks. It has lower trail and choice point stack consumption than SLG-WAM and as it avoids copying information from the local stack and the heap, it saves considerably less information than CAT in its copy area.
Conclusion
CHAT o ers one more alternative to the implementation of the suspend/resume mechanism that tabling requires. Its main advantage over SLG-WAM's approach is that no freeze registers are needed and in fact no complicated changes to the WAM. As with CAT, the adoption of CHAT as a way to introduce tabling to an existing logic programming system does not a ect the underlying abstract machine and the programmer can still rely on the full speed of the system for non-tabled parts of the computation. Its main advantage over CAT is that CHAT's memory consumption is lower and much more controlled. The empirical results show that CHAT behaves quite well and also that CHAT is a better candidate for replacing SLG-WAM (as far as the suspension/resumption mechanism goes) than CAT. CHAT also o ers the same advantages as CAT as far as exible scheduling strategies goes.
